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-he object of this thesis is to de and

construct a radio station at Armour Institute of

, Illinois.
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I. MRODUCTIOH,

Sinoe its founding in the ^all of 1914,

the xirmour xiadio .association has felt the

lack of an actual station with real apparatus.

This thesis describes the station which has

been built to fill this need.

-he present radio apparatus of the Physios

Department has been used as far as possible

and other needed apparatus has been purchased

or constructed. The station is located In a

room of the Physics laboratory on the second

floor of Ghapin tall. The antennae are sup-

ported by the towers on the -armour iT'lats and

the i-ission building an 1 " by a v/ooden mast on

the roof of Chapin Hall', Calibration curves,

diagrams of connections, photographs, constants

of circuits, etc. have been made for the

systems set up and tested so that the results

majr be duplicated if parts of the station

should be disconnected for experimental work.

. ecial government license has been taken

out which will allow the members to operate

on wave lengths of 200 and 57d meters. The

chief operator will supervise this operation.
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2. AHTMMA.

THEOKY_ The simplest form of antenna

is a single vertical wire, the lower end

ich is conneoted to ground. This forms

an oscillatory circuit, the inductance is due

to the wire, and the capacity is that between

the wire and ground. Thus in Fig I the capac-

ity and inductance and the flow of current at

any instant of time are shown diagramraatically.

dome of the current from this wire is contin-

ually flowing off by the capacity paths to

ground, so that the maximum current is flow-

ing at the base of the antenna, while at the

extreme top there is no current flowing in

the wire. The distribution of current and

voltage is approximately sinusoidal and is

shown in Pig 2. This represents the funda-

mental oscillation of a simple antenna. The

length of the wire is equal to the distance

from node to loop or is one-fourth of the

wave length. It is possible for the simple

antenna to oscillate with other distributions

of current and voltage as in Pig 3 where is
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L of

atal or the

rest. Other ossible oscillatio-.

j, seven, nine, etc

1.

ose

that a number of lc rizontal './ires are

attached to the -re of

benna as in J?ig 4. ly i

roportion c ant in the vertical

_ ojici thrc Lty

. ls, the main capaoi .^ce from

the horizontal portion* -iras the current

throughout the vertical portion will he very

..early constant;. She toti he

muo >r than that of the simple antenna

and the in --,

hence the wave 1 frill he considers .

inc..





i'here are a number of other „atennas

iity areas at the top

of the vertical lead such as the -", ''umbrella''

etc.

A Piil - 2&__ The ower su lied to

maintain oscillations in an antenna is dissipated

in three \/ays: (I) Radiation; (2) eat;&ue to

conductor resistance; 13) -e to iieleetric

absorption. I -t r.ign vol

rer loss due to brush discharge). The first of

these represents the only useful dissipation of

power since it is bravels out

from the antenna in the form of .the electro-

io transmit the radio signals.

amount . L ted depends upon the

form of the antenna, is ional to the

square of the current flowi . the current

antinode of , i inversely pro-

, ional to the square of the wave len - the

oscillation. Since the di c is

ort ional to the square of the current, it

be considered to be cau valent
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or effective resistance which is called the

radiation resistance of an antenna. Thus the

radiation resistance of an antenna is that

resistance which if inserted in the antinode

of current in the antenna would dissipate the

same power as that radiated "by the antenna.

ihe radiation resistance varies with the wave

length in the same way as the radiated power

i.e., inversely as the square of the wave

length. Curve I of i ; 5 represents the vari-

ation of this component of the resistance of

an antenna.

-he second source of dissipation of power

that due to ohmic resistance includes the

losses in the resistance of the wires, ground

otc. of the antenna. Jue to eddy currents and

skin effect in both the wires and ground,

this resistance will vary somewhat with the

wavelength, bein^ greater at short wave lengths

but in an actual antenna these changes are so

small compared to other variations that we

may regard this component of the total anten-

na resistance to be aliiost constant, as it is
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represented "by the straight line 2 of Fig 5.

The third source of power dissipation

i.e., that due to dielectric absorption is

a result of the fact that the antenna capac-

ity is an imperfect condenser. The magnitude

of this power loss will depend upon the

nature and position of Imperfect dielectrics

in the field of the antenna. Thus it has

been found that a tree under an antenna may

increase the resistance of the antenna enorm-

ously; buildings, wooden masts, and the anten-

na insulators also effect the absorption of the

aatenii Lty. The effective resistance of

:. tional to

the wave length. In the antenna therefc

of power due to dielectric absorption

may be represented as plaoe in a resis-

tance which increases in proportion to the wave

length. This component of the antenna resis-

tance is represented in Pig 5 by the straight

line S. The curve of the total antenna resis-

tance is obtained by combining these three
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resistance components as in curve 4 of the

same figure. This is a typical resistance

curve of an antenna.

.TIG l ^_i. PIBLD3_ if a long

wire is placed vertically and positive and

negative charges are alternately applied at

the bottom and flow along the wire, there

will he near the wire alternately static fields

due to the charges; and at the same time alter-

nately opposite magnetic fields, due to the

alternating currents. Fig 6 shows in perspective

the wire with a positive charge surrounded by

its vertical static field s and its horizontal

fielc.iii and Fig 7 the wire with a negative

charge and both its fields reversed in direc-

tion.

I OH v. ! 1S_ ..hese two

fields of force changing their direction and

intensity with Teat rapidity and traveling out-

ward from the v/ire in the medium called the

ether with the velocity of light, three hun-

dred million meters per second, are the electa?©^

magnetic waves of radio telegraphy* They





ifwfl
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spread simultaneously radially outward and

upward from the vertical wire or antenna. The

energy of the varying electric charges and

currents is thus imparted to the medium or

is radiated. The two fields constituting the

wave and their outward motion in radiation are

shown in a general way in Pig 8 where the

field is indicated as lines and the magnetic

field as dots, this latter being necessary

because the magnetic field is perpendicular to

the plane of the paper. At great distances

from the transmitting antenna the static lines

become straight and perpendicular to the surface

of the earth and the magnetic lines straight

and parallel to the surface.

iheso static and magnetic lines of force

moving with the velocity of light, sweep across

the antenna of the receiving station. ±he

vertical static lines in the v/ave are directed

alternately upward and downward and produce

in the antenna moving charges of alternately

ppposite signs, that is alternating current.

At the same time the horizontal magnetic lines





are directed alternately to the right and

left and when cutting across the antenna

produce an alternating current in it . The

resultant current generated by these two

fields gives an alternating current in the

receiving antenna quite similar to that in

the transmitting antenna although of course

much weaker. It is these alternating currents

which produce the signals in the receiving

apparatus

.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MTENME._ Two antenna

have been strung up, a short one for trans-

mitting and receiving on short wave lengths

and a long one for receiving on long wave

lengths. The short one of "i1 " type has in the

horizontal portion four sixty foot #18 single

copper wires with four foot spacing and four

wires to form the rat-tail and lead-in to the

set. A thirty foot wooden mast on Chapin Hall

supports one end and the top of the Mission

building the other end giving a total height

of seventy feet. The lead-in passes down fifty-
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two feet to the second floor of Ghapin Kail

and into the radio room located there, and

thence 18 feet to a pipe driven into the

ground. A round connection is also made on

the steam piping system of the building,

^ight-inch electrose insulators afford the

necessary antenna insulation. The galvan-

ized iron guy-wires which brace the mast are

separated at the top in fastening to the

2 by 4 inch pole and also broken once

in the middle of each by a strain insulator

to decrease absorption and re-radiation of

energy by them. Pulleys and ropes allow the

antenna to be raised and lov/ered.

-he lcng antenna consists of a single

#13 copper wire "T" type seventy feet In

height supported by the towers on the Armour

Plats and the Mission Building. One arm three

hundred and eleven feet extends in a north

and south direction, the other two hundred

and twenty-four feet in a southwest -northeast

direction. The single wire lead passes down

to the window sill of the radio room, iach

lead-in is connected to the blade of its own
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3PD1 IOC aiiipere lighting switch ona jaw

of which is grounded through a #4 copper

./ire to a grounded pipe driven six feet into

the ground, the other jaw of which is passed

through an insulator to the station apparatus

Hence either or both of the antennae may be

.-rounded or led into the station. The - hoto-

graph shows the mast and antennae with their

lead-in wires.

AS A 30HS 6_ ^ small spark-gap was

placed in the unloaded circuit of the small

antenna and energised from the transmitting

transformer of the spark set. A wave meter

placed near the lead-in wire then may be made

to read the fundamental wave length at which

the circuit oscillates. This value was one

hundred and seventy meters for the short and

five hundred and sixty-five meters for the

I on j antenna.

A loadin
; coil was then place;! in series

with the antenna and the wave length again

• -he short antenna loaded rave three
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hundred and twelve meters, and the long, si::

hundred and thirty-five meters, -he induct-

ance of the load coil was calculated as fol-

"3: «^- — -• u.2o~ ~ I'd - .u.,, o O22.2o
-s= 12.5

micro -henry

from the equation
. 0oJ46 a a" a n" .... .1- = microhenries

^s = b

where n- number of turns

&z radius of coil

*> = length of coil
2a

- = a factor depending upon ~ET found

from a table in the Bui. Stds. Ho. 74.

Using a correction equation

lo = ls_ .01257 -- n 2 a(.MB )microhenry

re Lo= lev frequency inductance

= -itch of .7inding

B= length of the equivalent current

she a t _ nD

--= diameter of bare wire

and substituting the proper values

Lo= 22.62_.0I257 I Ig 3. 25 i_.830f .278

)

= 23.522 ..licrohenries

x'he antenna inductance equals
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L= ^fX =i^ ^. 025^2 2... 00872 millihenry

Similarly for the large antenna

L^o 55 2^.02S522 =. .089 millihenry
635 ft_ .36 5^

The capacity of the small antenna v/as

obtained from the formula

G = . 00028I^r-\* . C 1 138 1^71800
1,000,000X1 1,000, OX.0235£8~

.0008 >6

Similarly for the large antenna

Qa . 0Co26I^84500 .001 MP
1,0^,^^.023522
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opark Transmitter

Theory_ In Fig 9 is shown a typical circuit

for the generation of high frequency oscilla-

tions "by means of a spark discharge. The alter-

nator supplies the low voltage winding 1 of a

step-up transformer. The high voltage side S

leads to the terminals of the condenser G across

which is an inductance L and spark-gap 3- in

series. The coil L is loosely coupled to the

antenna circuit Lm in transmitting. During an

alternation, as the voltage across S increases

the condenser becomes charged and Qi30harges

through the inductance L and the gap G« The

discharge consists of a train of oscillations

of a frequency approximately corresponding to

the inductance and capacity of the circuit.

It is possible to adjust the voltage of the

transformer and the length o-the\-ap ^o that

the discharge takes place when the voltage is

at a maximum either positive or negative. In

this case one spark and one train of oscilla-

tions is obtained per alternation of the sup-

ply, thus with a sixty circle generator the





Pio 9 Spark Cs/?co/r ro* //./% Osc/<-i*t/omg

FH» 10 Two

SM-co/sa**r ro* 0*£>#w?r a****'

/^/o tZ. (?(/£yvc*£U> Gas*
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spark frequency will "be one hundred and twenty.

By shortening the gap or raising the voltage

several discharges per alternation may be ob-

tained. These are called partial discharges

and occur somewhat irregularly, The first case

is illustrated in Tig 10. In (a) is shown the

transformer secondary voltage as it would "be

if the spark gap were absent. In (b) is shown

the current oscillation in the condenser dis-

charge. The spark-gap has an effect upon the

damping of the osci 1 Ions of the high- fre-

quency train. In a circuit with constant re-

sistance the amplitude would decrease expo-

nentially hut in the case of a circuit with a

spark-gap the decrease of amplitude tends to

become linear. This is due to the increase of

the spark as the amplitude of the current

decreases, the effect depending upon the

material in the electrodes etc.

A serious difficulty in the operation of

the spark circuit is caused by the short-

circuit i. jransformer seconTar^ b~
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the spark, &s a result there is a heavy flo.i

of current through the gap causing the forma-

tion of an arc which raiuces the amplitude of

the oscillations and distroys the electrodes.

In order to eliminate this difficulty the res-

onance transformer is used, i'he alternator,

transformer, and secondary condenser are ad-

justed to make a system which is in resonance

for the alternator frequency, when the conden-

ser is short-circuited "by the spark the con-

dition of resonance is destroyed, and in effect

this is equivalent to the sudden insertion of

a reactance in the transformer primary, ^.s a

result, there is no heavy flow of current

through the gap.

In order to obtain constant high-frequen-

cy current with a simple spark gap it is de-

sirable to use a low spark frequency in order

to prevent heating of the gap which would lead

to arcing, Magnesium electrodes have been found

to give the best results and to furnish oscil-

lations most closely logarithmic in damping.
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If the resonance transformer is not used

the aroing across the gap may he reduced hy

inserting resistance or inductance coils in

the primary of the transformer and hy employ-

ing an air "blast to blow out the arc. Or in

place of a simple gap a rotary gap may be

utilized. Its characteristics are intermed-

iate between those of a simple and a quench-

ed spark gap.

It has been found that if a series of

short spark gaps be substituted for a single

long gap and a discharge passed through them

the discharge path returns much more quickly

after the discharge to its initial condition

of high resistance . i'his is a restilt of the

more rapid deionization of the gap and is

called the quenching action. The quenching

action is increased if the surfaces of the

;aps are of silver or of copper and the gap

is kept cool and air-tight. The metal discs

are separated by rings of insulating paper

mica, or rubber and are about two-tenths of
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millimeter thick. A number of such -aps

are stacked in series and clamped to gether

and either the leads to the gaps are pro-

vided with clips so that the number of gaps

used may be varied or means are provided for

short-circuiting as many of the gaps as

desired.

..hile close coupling with the secondary

circuit in the case of ordinary spark gaps

is to be avoided, since it causes the gen-

eration of two frequencies of which only one

can be utilized, good working of the quench-

ed gap on the other hand requires a close

coupling between the primary and secondary

circuits. This secures high efficiency and

still permits a single wave to be obtained.

The explanation is as follows: Assume first

that the primary circuit contains an ordi-

nary spark gap, the secondary ( which mar-

be an antenna) is fairly closely coupled to

the primary and that the two circui.ta when

separated have the same natural frequency.
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Due to the coupling . oscillations of two

frequencies one lower and one higher than

that common to the uncoupled circuits will

result in "both circuits after the discharge

takes place in the primary, i'he combination

of the two frequencies will result in heats

in "both circuits, the amplitude of the result.

ant oscillation will rise to a maximum and

fall to a minimum in each circuit, "being

a maxmum in the primary when a minimum in

the secondary and vica-versa. *.s a result

the total energy of the oscillations (ex-

cepting that dissipated) is transferred

hack and forth between the two circuits,

.although the current in the primary circuit

may pass through a zero value the rapidity

of deionization of the ordinary spark gap

is not sufficient to render it nonconducting

in the short interval of time available and

the spark reignites. The phenomina are shown

in Tig II where (a) represents the voltage

oscillations in the primary and lb) the oseil-
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lations in the secondary.

If on the other hand a quenched gap is

used and the coupling "between the primary

and secondary is favorable it will become

deionized when the primary oscillations are

a minimum and thus prevent reignition. ^.t this

time all of the energy has been transferred

to the secondary and since the primary has

become inoperative, this energy will be dis-

sipated in a train of oscillations of which

the frequency and damping are determined

entirely "by the constants of the secondary

circuit, i'he oscillations of the primary

and secondary are shown in (a) and (b) of

Fig 12. In ideal operation the time during which

the primary circuit is operative will be

extremely short there will be only the one

frequency, and since the major loss of

power takes place in the high resistance

pBimary circuit the efficiency will be high.

proper operation the primary circuit

may remain in operation until the second
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or third minimum.

j connections for the quenched gap are

similar to those of a plain spark gap using

a resonance transformer. Best operation is

generally obtained when the inductance in the

primary circuit is somewhat greater than that

required for resonance. On account of the rap-

id quenching of the gap, the supply alternator

may have a frequency of five hundred cycles

and adjustments made so as to obtain one spark

per alternation.

efficiency of Transmitter^ The antenna

resistance, the radiation resistance and the

antenna all change as the frequency or 7/a^e

length changes. If at any one frequency or

wavelength the square of the antenna current

in amperes is multiplied by the antenna re-
2

sistance m ohms the product I B is in watts

and represents the power delivered by the

closed oscillating circuit to the antenna.

That is, it is the antenna input, as it is

sometimes called, or the watts in the anten-
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na. If the number of watts delivered by the

alternator is known the efficiency from al-

ternator to antenna can be found "oy dividing

the watts in the antenna by the watts in the

alternator. In the earlier types of spark sets

this value was as low as ten or twenty per

cent, whereas in modern quenched spark sets

it may be as high as fifty per cent. If a

motor-generator set is used and the number

of watts delivered to the motor is known,

the over-all efficiency can be found similar-

ly by dividing the antenna watts by the motor

watts. The percentage thus found will be of

course lower than before as it allows for

losses in the motor-penerator which were not

considered in the previous case.

The rating of the earlier radio sets was

given as the output of the alternator but in

modern sets it is often given as the number

of watts delivered to the antenna. In the

latter case the antenna inductance, capacity

and resistance together with the current and

watts at a given wave length must then be
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specified.

FREQUENCE W RADIO MEASUREMENTS^. It will

be noted that it has been necessary to speak

of the frequency of circuits from two or

three different points of view which will

be summarized as follows: (I) -he frequency

of the alternator which depends upon the

speed and design of the alternator as from

sixty to five hundred cycles per second.

Tiis frequency is independent of the radio

circuits. (2) Iha spark freqxiency or wave-

train frequency which depends on the alter-

nator frequency, the capacity of the closed

circuit condenser, the voltage at the spark

gap, etc as 120 to oOu or 1000 sparks per

second. (5) The frequency of the oscillations

in the radio circuits which depends only on

the capacity and inductance in the circuit

in question, as 1,000,000 oscillations per

second for a wave length of SCO meters, or

100^000 oscillations for a wave length of

30 meters.
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G0UPLING1_ Since the natural period of a

circuit lepends upon the self-induction if

the effective current is varied. Therefore

coupled circuits having the same or nearly

the same natural periods are found to have

two periods of oscillation one faster and

the other slower than the natural period of

each. The ppen radiating circuit generally

sends electric waves of two lengths one

longer and the other shorter than the nat-

ural wave length of the circuit. The clos-

er the cop.pling the greater the difference

of these two waves. This difference divided

"by the natural wave lengths of the circuits

is called the per cent of coupling. For

instance if an open circuit having a natur-

al wave length of four hundred meters sends

when coupled to a closed circuit of the same

natural length two waves one of four hundred

and forty-five .the other of three hundred

and sixty-five meters the per cent of coup-

ling equals twenty per cent.
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If the circuits have loose coupling

that is are moved farther apart the mutual

induction is less and the difference in

wave lengths radiated is less. Shis distance

can he increased until the two waves prac-

tically coincide with the natural wave lengths

of the circuit, -his is very loose coupling

hut since without mutual induction no energy

can he transferred the two can never he the

same, .lost of the energy is in the long wave

and until recently that in the short wave

was practically wasted.

:I3 ICIC DJsiOfiMEHT OF TEE OSCILLATIONS-

n electrical oscillations are created in

an antenna or other circuit hy means of con-

denser discharges, eacr. electric spark dis-

charge creates a train of oscillations which

die away. She oscillations are assumed to

decay away according to the law that the

ratio of any oscillation to the one preced-

ing is constant. 'This constant ratio is called

the damping of the oscillation and the Na-

perian logarithm of the ratio of one oscil-
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lation to the preceding one is called the

logarithmic decrement. Thus let the maximum

amplitudes of successive alternations "be

AJ = „y
represented "by Ai A2.A3, A4. etc. and A^ ^.5

AI- ^
In terms of logarithms we may write 23

where & is the "base of the Kaperian system

of logarithms and o a constant termed the

logarithmic decrement. By transposition

The oscillations in a spark discharge can

he computed as follows:

m- log -:•:

<r

If we denote the last oscill :: then

AI - 100 and

since the lo'g of 100 equals 4»605 then

hence when a equals one tenth there will

be forty-seven complete oscillations.

i tuning qualities of a train of elec-

tric waves from any given transmitter depend

greatly upon the decrement of the oscillations
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and therefore the determination of the quan-

tity is an important measurement. It is found

by experiment that a transmitter having less

than twenty-four complete oscillations in

the antenna circuit per single spark disch

possesses undesirable tuning qualities and '

will interfere with the operation of other

radio stations not tuned to the same wave

length, a group of twenty-four complete

oscillations corresponds to a decrement of

two-tenths for a complete oscillation which

is the arbitrary figure enforced by the

dnited states statutes.
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C . .__ -he transmitter is

a spark type of one -half KW capacity and

consists of the following instruments:

rotary converter of one-half HS capacity

operated from the 110 volt direct current

lighting circuit; Thordason one Kff vari-

able magnetic leakage type radio transfor-

mer rated secondary voltage 20,000; heavy

contact transmitting key; four one micro-

farad paper condensers with gaps and fuses

which protect the convert or from I

frequency surges in "both the direct cur-

rent and alternating current low volta

power circuits, three Lurdock moulded con-

densers capacity of each .0017 JO; a si::

inum spark gap with two sets of

copper stationary points; aluminum t

helical type oscillation transformer; and

Lot-wire ammeter.

ratus is mounted on a panel

two by four feet with the starting ho::,

switches, fuses, etc. and transfer

in the
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primary of the transformer will "be located

on the operating table which carries the

receiving panel. i'he panels are made of clear

pine wood well shellaced. A platform two feet

by twenty-two inches placed at the bottom of

the transmitting panel carries the convertor

and supports the panel In an upright position,

ouseassive shelves placed on the rear side

of the panel support the transformer, spark

gap, condensers, oscillation transformer,

. -he hot-wire ammeter, starting box, fuses,

switches, gaps, etc are placed on the front

face of the panel. The panel is placed at

right angles to the receiving panel and close

to it so that the operator can manipulate the

switches without leaving his seat. A protec-

tive gap placed across the transmitting con-

densers protects them from excessive strain

in the event that the rotary gap does not

operate. Tne gap motor control switch is

placed in a convenient place to the operator^

position, * short-circuit sviitch is placed
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in shunt with the hot-wire ammeter to put

it out of circuit for ordinary transmission

work when the meter is not needed. A pan-

cake loading inductance is mounted on the

"back of the panel and is used in series with

secondary of the oscillation transformer

when transmitting on three hundred and seventy

fiver meters, a switch is provided for throwing

one section of transmitting condenser into

circuit for the two hundred meter -wave and

all three in for the longer wave. The con-

nections of the instruments are shown in

Fig 13. and the general arrangement can be

seen in the photograph.
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[TRANSMITTER 301 IS__ Data for the oscil-

lation transformer was taken with a v/avemeter.

First the secondary of the oscillation trans-

former was removed, -a. set of readings of wave

length with one, two and three sections in

turn were taken by varying the primary induc-

tance in quarter turn steps. One lead from

the condenser was fastened to the lowest

point of the primary and the other from the

rotary gap was equipped with a clip so that

it could he clipped on at any desired point.

Curves of wave length against turns of pri-

mary inductance show graphically the results

as obtained. The reason for the points of

the curve follow in : the peculiar arrangement

in groups of four comes from the effect of

the inductance of the variable lead, which

on one side of the coil adds and the other

side subtracts. But inasmuch as this lead

is necessary in the actual operation of the

set its error cannot be avoided. A switch

provides a means of throwing in different
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amounts of condenser for the various wave

lengths.

'•''he primary inductance connections w»re

then taken off and leads were run from the

voltage transformer to a small gap in the

antenna circuit in which was placed the sec-

ondary of the oscillation transformer, read-

ings of wave length against turns then were

made. A loading coil .vas inserted in the

circuit for lengths up to three hundred and

senenty-five meters. These results are

plotted as shown in curves. These curves

serve to indicate the number of turns of

inductance to take to obtain a given wave

length. The clips however are then adjusted

"by trial to get the "best radiation of energy

from the antenna, correct wave length and

proper coupling. 1'or the three seventy-five

meter wave three and one-half turns of pri-

mary , three condensers, thirteen turns of

secondary, and twelve turns of loading coil

are used. She proper places for the clips
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are marked by t . he t.vo hundred meter

wave is obtained "by us in . arns of

primary inductance with one condenser

and five turns of seconds

On the shorter wave length an antenna

current of 1.2 is obtained and for the

longer one 2 amperes . The fcliowin >• set

of data was taken v/ith the set transmitting',

direct current ammeter 4. act

ourrent voltmeter 112 volts; alternating

voltmeter 76 volts; alter, ammeter

amperes; antenna current two amperes;

wave 57

D_ If t] . factor of

the antenna is denoted formula

for watts radiated is

2
= ih) I

L _h_
: .637 H )sin (h+L)90° 2 .

when L-30; ha70; -375 ; 1=2 then -

-.= 157 ^
%
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Substituting in the same values a result of

2.16 ohms is obtained.

JREMEHI - ...._ If the effec-

tive capacity
?

the effective inductance

L and the effective resistance B of an aerial

are known the decrement per complete oscil-

lation of the antenna circuit can be calcu-

lated by the formula

Substituting for 3 - .00096 and for x. - 8.7

J- « u95
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4,

I

. RECBI fiSH,

- -_ Consider an evacuated vessel

containing a filament F which may he heated

hy current from a "battery *. as in Fig 14.

Let P he a plate which hy an external source

B of emf of ^h volts may he maintained at a

potential different from that of F. Let an

ammeter h indicate the current Ih flowing

in the circuit from P to F inside the tube,

and through B and h outside the tuhe. *n

ammeter a in the filament circuit indicates

the current heating the filament. Now for a

fixed value oifi the current la let a series

of readings he made of Ih for various values

of Eh. If these are plotted as in Pig 15 the

points will he on a curve of the form odf

iven hy the full line.

L6 current flows as a result of the

attraction of the plate P for the electrons

emitted hy the heated filament and of the

repulsion exerted hy the filament i1 upon

electrons, that is the electrons move

from F to Jr as a result of the electro-

static field maintained hetween F and P hy
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the emf Kb. This field is conveniently meas-

ured in terms of the vol1 en the

resistance @f the ammeter b and the battery

B is small it may be taken equal to Eh. Aa

Ion as ^b does not exeeed the value oc the

number of electrons drawn from W to r per

volt, that is, conventionally the current

from I to -,is found by analysis of the curve

od to be roughly to be proportional to the

square of the field intensity.

. jver consider the effect when Eo is

increased beyond oc. remembering that the

current is the number of electrons transferred

per second a cross-section of the

conducting path, it appears that if the

field oc due to ^b is sufficient to transfer

all the electrons emitted by the filament,

a further increase in i^b cannot increase

the current.

ouch an increase in current can come

only ba increasing the number of electrons

emitted by the filament, and hence avail-

able for producing a current bee and
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P or an increase in available carriers may

arise from ionization of any residual

in the tube if E-fc is sufficiently increased.

In a pure vacuum device the number of avail-

able electrons may he increased Toy heating

of the filament. If the filament temperature

is raised by increasing la to some new fixed

value, it is found for further increases of

^b the current is given by the dotted portion

deg of fig Id.- If then it is desired to utilis

fields up to. a strength 'represented by some

definite value of Ed, and to have the current

follow the approximate square lav/ it becomes

necessary to heat the filament oy some def-

inate value of la.

Uo find the required value .of la let -

be given some definite value, an let a plot

be made as in - . of lb for various values

of la. The relation will then be found to be

that of the curve ohj of this -i -. After I

reached a value ox on there is no increase

ihe current lb for further increases in
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temperature of the filament. ?or a de;

value of the field ^b, the number of available

electrons increases with the filament temper-

ature as snown by the part of the curve oh of

i 16. ..oil the temperature corresponding

to la - on is reached, the accumulation of

electrons in the space between F and 1 is

sufficient to neutralize the impressed field

at F and to prevent a further increase in

.eotrona in the tube. ^ con-

dition of stability is therefore attained

under which no increase is to be obtained

even though the source of electrons is cap-

able of supplyin larger source. Althou

there is no increase in the number of electron?

and hence in the current, there is a constant

current flow thro; a tube and the exter-

nal circuit or conducting path, As fast as

electrons are subtracted from the plate they

are retume : e battery B to the fila-

t and there emitted so as to maintain the

condition of eaiilibri

v electrons is caoable
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of sup 1 - number of electrons

as \ihen la is greater than on, then a greater

current may be obtained by increasing the

field, ^he partially dotted curve ohkm of

the figure shows the relation between lb

and la when the volta-e Kb has besn increased,

I ! the filament has been heated by a current

less thaa on, it is evident that the plate

circuit lb does not increase with increased

Bt>. In order then that the vacuum tube

system should obey the square law namely

lb proportional to the square of the field

intensity it is necessary that the current

la should be made as large as op, where the

curve ohkrk is taken for the maximum value

-g which it is expected to use with the

tube.

UHEBB ELEMENT rUBE_ Prom the previous

itsoription of a simple vacuum tube system

envolvin^ two elements namely a filament

source of electrons, and a plate, it appears

that lb is proportional to the square of
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field between the two electrodes. For

oase ^'ust considered, trie field is due

entirely to the "battery B and lb equals
2

-ere K is a const,. .. i field

may however receive contributions from

another source of emf if a third electrc

is inserted as at . . 3 rela-

tion between lb and the field then becomes

Ib z k( Eb-f-klvl )

2

ivl represents the contribution to

the field of 1 rd electrode . is

otential different

from the by a third source of emf vl.

The value o . tube equation

is determined by the desi tube.

the case where vl is due

to a batter a volts. The relation is

- = i + -j
~

It is usually more convenient to draw the

curve B .ere the relation of lb and

J2c are ;-iven as in Pig 18. This relation is

2
lb- t .





when vi equals Bo. Hie constants a and g

are used and obviously g equals z. &ri^

2 kl
a equals kik. !o is zero then Ih is

ag Eb . aIso when ^c is j^Sto then Ih Is

zero. The constant g then represents t

fraction of the voltage ^b which must he

applied to the grid making it nsgative with

. ice to at in order that the

•rent In -ate circuit shall aoed

reciprocal -

apparently pepresents the relative importance

in producing an effect upon a current Ih in

a voltage applied at S and one applied at P.

In some commercial forms of tubes ki will

be found to have values lying between five

and forty.

It is evident that a small voltage at

a is equivalent to a larger voltage at P.

Henoe this tube system may be used as an

amplifier or means whereby a small cause

may produce a large effect. The energy sup-

plied is of course furnished by the h. and

B batteries, and there is no violation of
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the principle of the conservation of

ener

eneral the voltage v impressed on

the input terminals of the tube that is on

P and S is made up of a constant voltage Be

and a variable voltage say v. -he current in

the output circuit that is from I to ~ is then

expressible as
2

It = (g^ + -c
| v)

where Bo - gBo - Bo

If v - ^sin<ot then the output Ih will consist

of four terms:
2 2 2

lb- a-o +ai + 2axi0^sinwt+ - ( CQS^tut )

2
2

of which one represents an amplified repeti-

tion of the input and anotner is a double-

frequency term. The vacuum tube may therefore

be made to indicate by a change in the value

of the direct current flowing in the relate

circuit, the fact that a sinusoidal voltage

is Impressed on the grid, or to give a rep-

etition of the input or to produce a change

in the frequency.

If Ec is of value ua it is evident that
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when v is zero the current lb is of value

aa, when v= ^sin 90 = ^ then lb has increased

to Sjd. ./hen v becomes ^sin^/t - _E then lb

becomes zero. Lg 19 it appears that de

is greater than ea< hence the output current

is increased by the impressed sine wave of

voltage more than it is decreased, 'i'he out-

put is evidently a distorted sinusoidal cur-

rant and its average value is greater than

ea, Which is the value of lb before the volt-

age v is impressed. Conversely if -c is equal

to Oo the positive half of the input wave

produces a cha.. current rq which

is smallor than the change rs produced by

the negative half wave of v. The average

current in the plate circuit is less than

ce. Some value of -^c as Ob may however be

found such that if B is not too large, the

two half waves of alternating current will

be sinusoidal and symmetrical, ^or this

condition there will be in the output

circuit a repetition free from distortion
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o.:' bhe impressed wave form, -he average value

of the current lb would he hh that is the

same as if v were not impressed.

7ACUUM RJBE MPLIffIEfi_ Prom the foregoing

it appears that the three-element vacuum tube

may be used as a distortionless repeater,

provided that Ee is properly chosen. A cri-

terion and test is the constancy of the

direct current through the plate or output

circuit, independent of the alternating volt-

a ;e input

.

The characteristics plotted so far are

all upon the assumption that the external

plate circuit is of negligible resistance

and hence that the fields between P and F

is independent of the plate current lb. If

however, there is in the plate circuit a

resistance R the field is not proportional

i^b but instead to ^b - ITjE. If _/b is kept

constant the equation for lb becomes

lb = a( g(^b-IbK)4 ^c +v>2

or lb = ai Eo-glbB + v)

qualitatively it therefore appears that the
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curve of current given in Pig 18 and repro-

e full lin aid be

more like the dotted curve if the resistance

were made lax . lethod of reducing the

!eot of the doable frequency term, that is,

one method of obtain! L near relation or

direcu .ity between the output

and input is then to insert a high resis-

tance in the plate circuit.

reatest output this resistance,

- . tal to t inter-

nal resistance of the tube Just as in t

. irect current generator the

:-.test output occurs when the external

mature resistance are equal.

internal impedance is essentially

a pure or ohmic resistance, ^'his resists

however ..epends upen the field between

. -n faot it may be said that it is Tyy

virtue of this dependence of resistance

upon the field that the ..evise has the

--acterist ics shown in the figures,

The internal impedance of the output
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circuit of the tube is to "be found "by

taking the slope of the -Pb-Ib characteristic.

of course varies from point to point.

The input impedance that is the impedance

between S and F is infinite as loi

aspect to F. This is evident

when it is remembered that electrons can be

from - only in case 3 is positive

with respect to F. ./hen however, G is made

positive then a current can flow, ^s long

as xjc+ v is negative however, the input cir-

cuit has an infinite resistance and absorbs

no energy from the source of emf v.

In Fig SI this tube operates as a detec-

tor or as an amplifier depending upon the

adjustments. Transformers are shown for con-

necting the tube to the source from which v

is to be derived, and to the apparatus where

the amplified or detected current is to be

utilized.

DETECTOR ACTION OF fo E ITH0U1 ...ID

BNSER assume for example the potential
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of the grid with respect to the filament is

that corresponding to the point where the

grid and filament have the same potential,

then a negative charge applied to the grid

a decrease in the plate current and a pos-

itive charge imparted to the grid produces

an increase in the plate current.

-ae if an alternating emf such as a

group of incoming radio frequency oscilla-

tions is impressed upon the filament and the

grid the plate current will rise and fall at

the frequency of the impressed emf, i.e. the

incoming radio frequency current will he

repeated in the plate circuit, but often,

with increased amplitude owing to the radio

frequency amplifying action of the valve.

This current however will not he heard

in the receiving "celephone because its fre-

quency is above audition and the positive

and negative halves are of equal amplitude.

But as the curve of Pig 22 clearly indicates

if the potential of the grid is adjusted by
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a potentiometer to a point ./here a small

decrease in the grid potential ( that is a

change toward zero ) causes a comparatively-

large increase of the plate current ;
on the

other hand an increase of the grid potential

( in a negative sense ) causes a relatively-

small decrease of the plate current. ~ence

if the grid and filament are connected to

the secondary terminals of a receiving tuner,

what amounts to a rectified current will

flow in the plate or output circuit, that

is the average increase in current occasion-

ed hy the positive halves of the incoming

oscialltdtons exceeds the average decrease in

>«nt due to the negative halves of the

incoming oscillations. This current charges

the telephone condenser which discharges

through the telephone probably in one

direction.

bince each group of incoming oscillations

causes a large increase of current through

the head telephone, the diaphragm will pro-

duce one click for each spark discharge at
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the transmitter.

It is apparent from the characteristic

curve that the repeated plate current may-

have uniform increase or decrease, or it may-

assume the nature of a rectified current

depending upon the point on the character-

istic curve at which the valve is worked.

Thus near the upper "bend, and the lower "bend

a rectified current will flow in the plate
(

circuit hut along the straight oortion of

the curve equal increase and decrease of

the plate current will he obtained. In the

latter condition the valve is properly ad-

justed for amplification at radio frequencies.

The grid hattery is connected in the grid

circuit to take advantage of the non-uniform

properties of the tube, but it should be

understood that the tube will function in

the same way without the grid battery; that

is, if a goog sample of a valve is used by

careful adjustment of the filament tempera-

ture and the plate current, the operator

can obtain the best operating characteristic
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for a given condition of service. In other

words he thus locates the point on the curve

which will give the loudest response in the

head telephone without employing a grid bat-

tery.

relaying Action_ Owing to the relaying

action of the valve a current of any wave

form impressed upon the grid circuit may he

repeated with amplification in the plate

circuit.

DBTEGTOB ACTIOS RID SOU]

A grid condenser may he connected between

the grid and the upper terminal of the

secondary coil of the receiving tuner, -he

function of the grid condenser is to store

up the currents which are rectified by the

valve action between the grid and filament.

The charge and discharge of this condenser

during the reception of damped oscillations

in radio telegraphy decreases and increases

the plate current at an audio frequency.

when the incoming oscillations tend to

charge the grid negatively no current flows
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from the grid to filament "but when the grid is

charged positively current passes from the

grid to the filament and the grid condenser

therefore receives a uni-directional charge

over the duration of a wave train. Therefore

a charge of increasing strength piles up in

the grid condenser 02 of Pig 25 which is nega-

tive on the grid side. This as is clear from

the fundamental curve of Fig 18 obstructs

more and more the passing of electrons from

the filament to the plate causing a decrease

in the plate current . At the termination of the

incoming oscillations, the incoming charge in

the grid condenser leaks off either through

the valve itself or through a special leak

resistance of several thousand ohms shunting

the grid condenser. The grid then returns to

normal potential and plate current. It is

evident that each spark at the transmitter

eventually reduces the telephone current at

the receiver. In other words the telephone

current varies as che frequency of the trans-
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mitter.

During the time that the incoming

oscillations undergo rectification the

potential of the grid fluctuates at a

radio frequency and the plate current rises

and falls at a radio frequency hut this

current is not heard in the head telephone,

although this repeated radio frequency is

not heard in the head telephone it is put to

account in the regenerative and amplification

circuits.

Dh.ua it is seen that the two results

are obtained simultaneously in the plate circ

cuit. Durin- the tine that the rectified

oscillations are building up a charge in

the grid condenser, t rent in the plate

circuit decreases, Dut when the charge leatfs

out of the condenser, the plate current

returns to normal value, ihis reduction

follows the spark at the transmitter. Mean-

while the incoming oscillations are repeat-

ed in the telephone circuit.
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.. 3IRCUIT_ In Fig 25 is

shown the connections for trie reception

of undamped waves and called the "ultra-

audion". The oscillatory oircn.it is con-

nected "between the grid and plate with

a condenser in the grid I - . ~e variable

condenser shunts across the plate "battery

and phones and is important in the produc-

tion of oscillations; in general, its val-

ue cannot be increased "beyond a certain

point without stopping the oscillations.

By this heat method high senitiveness and

selectivity are obtained in receiving.

Interference is minimized because even

slight differences in the waves from other

sources result in notes either of differ-

ent pitch or completely inaudible.
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DESCRIPTIC [ C 1ET_ The damped wave re-

ceiver will have a wavelength range from

two hundred to tv/elve hundred meters .

Included in this set are: receiving tuner,

variable and fixed condansers, audiotron

detector, ..'estern electric Company /hones,

This apparatus will be used for the recep-

tion of short wave length signals especial-

ly in connection with the actual handling

of messages in conjunction with the spark

transmitter* an amplifier consisting of

- 12 tubes witi iron core step-up trans-

formers may be connected to the detector

to increase the strength of weak signals.

The damped wave set is placed to the right

of the transmitting key and near the change-

over switch.
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TH.tiO.frY_ If two sources which separately

furaish undamped oscillations of say

-00 and 101,000 frequency as shown

in (a) and (b) of Fig 30 act together

upon the same circuit the resultant

oscillations in the circuit obtained

by adding the components will be of the

form shown in (c). The amplitude of the

combined oscillation will rise and fall

becoming a maximum when the component

oscillations are in phase and a minimum

when they are out of phase. The beats

or periodic rise and fall in amplitude

occur at a rate equal to the difference

in frequencies of the two oscillations*

: the beat frequency in the case

assumed above would be 1,000 per second.

If rectified these beats will produce

a note in the telephone of like frequen-

cy. In the reception of undamped signals

by this method called the heterodyne

method the incoming signals represent on e

component oscillation. The other oscil-
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lation is generated in the receiv

apparatus and both aet in the same cir-

cuit. The rectified resultant furnishes

a musical note in the phones, the pitch

of which can readily he altered by vary-

ihe frequency of source of local

oscillations. The electron tube may

serve as a convenient source of local

oscillations and at the same time as an

amplifier and detector of the received

signals, -his is called the autodyne

method, numerous circuits may be utilized

to produce these results of which that

.1 in Pi ay serve as an illus-

tration. Incoming signals set up oscil-

lations in the antenna. 3y means of the

coupling between the antenna and the coil

L oscillations of the same frequency are

set up in the circuit 10 and as explained

above are amplified on account of the

feed-back between S a„ 1 . urthex the

and P i .e tube
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oscillates, the fre

.one depending largely upon the con-

stants of the circuit LG. If this latter

frequency is adjusted to be slightly

different from that of the incomin ;

oscillations heats will result and the

potential of the grid will follow the

heat oscillations. Just as explained

before in the case of reception with a

grid condenser, there will be an increased

flow of negative electricity from the

filament to the grid when this latter

is positive and its mean potential will

be lowered. Thus, as the oscillations

in the beat are increasi.i : iential

of t] .11 follow the variations

in potential o .'-id, reproduci

the beat oscillations and decreasing in

mean value as the mean potential of the

rid is lowered. The curve la) t

32 represents the oscillations tn the

ciro. . In (b) is shown the oscil-
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lations of the grid potential, the mean

potential bein.j,' indicated by the dotted

line. In (c) is shown the plate current

the mean value of which is also shown by

a dotted line, "he telephone current will

)Wise correspond to this mean value

and hence the note will correspond to

the heat frequency.

S AUDIO FBBQUEHOI AMPLIFIER^

It has been pointed out how the succes-

sive groups of incoming ( damped ) oscil-

lations may he rectified and stored up

in a grid condenser, and how during the

piling up of this charge the plate cur-

rent decreases. At the termination of

the incoming wave train the charge leaks

out of the condenser and the plate cur-

rent returns to normal value. i'his varia-

tion of the continuous current in \

plate oireuit is termed the audio frequen-

cy component of the plate current.

audio frequency component may he
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amplified through the medium of a second

valve, une method is where the plate

circuit of the first. valve and the grid

circuit of the second valve are coupled

inductively through an iron core trans-

former. Uhe primary and secondary coils

consist of several thousand turns of

relatively ire wound over a com-

mon iron core, the inductance of each

to a henry or more.

The apparatus functions as follows:

The successive groups of incoming oscil-

lations are converted to audio frequency

ona of the plate current through

a charge and discharge of the grid

condenser. Generally three valves are

connected in cascade, beinT coupled

together throu le iron core trans-

formers between the output and input

circuits of successive valves. The audio

frequency component of the plate current

is impressed u?on the grid circuit of

the second valve thrc 3 coupli
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transformer. - o attempt is made to tune

these transforuers to the desire.: fre-

quency.

AUDIO FHEQU.SHC2 REGME I\

i'he audio frequency component of the

plate current can he reinforced to ampli-

fy the incoming signal hy the regenerative

transformer . Lo couples the plate and

grid circuits of the detector hulh.

circuit functions as follov/s:

incomin Is are rectified and trapped

in the grid condenser currant

educed ( due to the increas-

ve potential of the grid ).

resulti. .otion and subsequent

increcse of the continuous plate current

in turn causes energy to he transferred

to t I through the iron core coupling

transformer the windings of which have an

inductance of a henry or uiore. For t:;is

reason the preferred types of receiv

circuits are made up of fixed inductances

(or thoses varied hy plu: or dial step)
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mounted so that they oan either be pulled

apart or one ooil revolved so that it

changes its ;lane and henoe the mutual

induction with reference to the others.

The variometer type mounted like variable

condensers are now being manufactured,

"heir self induction can be varied quick-

ly and conveniently and close adjustment

of period (tuning) made with them or

with the variable condensers, but the

entire coil is always in the circuit.

Each section of an inductance not in

circuit should be opened at both ends

i.e. entirely disconnected, and if its

natural -neriod is lar^e it should be

mounted so that the inductive effect

of active parts on it is a minimum.

Ihis a plies especially to loading

colls for long wave lengths. All induc-

tances are wound on hard rubber, r>orce-

lain or glass and so as to have a min-

imum ,'requency resistance, -he
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decrement of the entire circuit must

not exceed three-tenths.

•o... the formula for dampin;; it can

readily he seen that a very pronounced

natural period- a stiff circuit- can

not he ohtained unless the self-induction

is large compared with the total resis-

tance (including the radiation resistance]

QQNBisiHSiiiiiS ISA iUiGiSIVIilG QlfctGUIT8_

A variable condenser usually consists of

semi-circular metal elates separated hy

an air dielectric, alternate plates being

fixed, -he other plates are movahle on

an axis hy turning which any desired

amount of the movahle plates can be

included between the fixed plates, -'ne

axis carries a pointer which moves over

a scale graduated in degrees or directly

in microfarads. If used in connection

with a fixed inductance, the scale, like

a wavemeter, which in this case it be-

comes, may be graduated directly in wave
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lengths. Fixed" condensers in receivl

circuit;; are often called stopping con-

densers.- -hey may he of any compact type

and the capacity may he quite small.

JCTANCES US RECED D I

Variahle inductances include the ste -1

hy step, roller and variometer types.

The first is made up of plug br dial

ste-s, giving a limited number of changes,

one section of a coil "being varied at

a time, or it may he of a cylindrical

coll of insulated wire wound on hard

rubber, glass or porcelain, one point

in each turn being bare and connections

being made by a slider giving as many

astments as there are turns of v/ire

in the coil. These types of variable

inductances can be readily mounted so

as to vary the mutual induction between

them by any definite amount. are

suitable for loading but not suitable

for loose cou





.

. order

that the maximum strength of signals

may be obtaine.. from a spark transmits

ter by means of the re enerative system

it is essential that the coupling between

the plate and grid circuits be very care-

fully adjusted because if the coupling

is too close the oscillations for each

spark at the transmitter will not decay

to zero before the nest 2>'rouP is impressed

upon the valve circuits. Consequently

the desired change of current throvi

the head telephone will not be obtained.

It must be kept in mind here that it is

not alone the amount of current flowing

through the head telephone which produces

the greatest of signals, but it is the

change or variation in the strength of

current' as well, which deflects the tel-

ephone diaphragm. Ihe complete function-

of the regenerative circuit may be

summed up in the following statements:





.

(I) The Incoming oscillations are repeated

in the plate circuit reinforced through

coupling to the grid circuit causin

still greater variation of the grid poten-

ial; in the meanwhile through rectifi-

cation a eharge piles op in the grid

oondenser which is negative on the grid

side of the condenser, -his partially

obstructs the flow of electrons to the

plate, and thereby reduc ;S the strength

of the plate current. 12) xxt the termin-

ation of the ,vave train the charge in the

rid condenser leaks off through the

shunt resistance, the grid returns to

normal otenial and the plate current

returns to normal value, -mplicat ions

of fifty fold are thus secured.

A condenser hy-passes the radio

frequency oc mt of the plate current

around the head telephone. Its capacity

anorally fixed, -'he apparatus will

function without thj iser, the





'Hired capacity bei

IIC .. OU INI SUPHiYJPhe

plate current of a V8

lreot current from a dynamo.

Ordinarily the fluctuations ( ant

due to the commutator would cause an

interfereing nunl In the receiving tele-

phones, hut this is largely prevented

hy shunting to the direct current line

a condenser of lar i city which has

the effect of smoothing out the current

that is to say, 7/hen the current generated

by the dynamo decreases, the energy stored

up in the condenser discharges throx

the circuit and maintains the line voltage

at a nearly constant value. A potentiometer

permits .the plate voltage to "be adjusted

to the requisite value.

IVITT BY TEE HETEEODYHE__ In

addition to the selectivity afforded by

the usual radio frequency tuning of the
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receiver circuits, an additional discrim-

ination between the different stations

operating near the same -.vave is secured

by reason of the beat >henomenom. If the

frequency of the incoming oscillations

from the station desired is for example

37500 cycles .^er second wave length 8,000

meters, and the frequency of the local

oscillations 36J5O0 cycles wave length

8^219 meters, the beat pitch will be 1000

per second. Suppose however that another

station sends at a wave length correspond-

to a frequency of 37^000 cycles per

second wave length 8,108 meters, then a

beat note of 500 per second will be

obtained, and due to the differences of

tone, the operator can concentrate on

the particular signal he desires to

receive.

'i'hen if several undamped wave trans-

mitters ogerate simultaneously at such

'.vave lengths as to produce a beat note
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in the receivin
;
apparatus v/hen its

locally generated current is adjusted

to a certain frequency the operation

in many cases can produce a change in

the pitch of the heat n<bte of the station

It is desired to receive, to a pitch

that one can concentrate on with the

exclusion of others.

-Also if tb:e frequency of the local

current is maintained at a definite value

aals will be heard only from such sta-

tions as will produce a beat pitch between

values of say 16 to 10,000 per second.

It must be remembered, however, that o.

best response is generally obtained when

the beat pitch is somewhere near the value

of I,00C er second.

It is easily seen from the foregoing

that if the frequency of an interfe:

signal is sufficient • to cause a beat

current of a frequency above or below the

limits of audibility it will not be heard





in the telephone even if the receiving

station is near enough to the transmitter

to be energized by forced oscillations.
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DU DALU

[PTIOH OF 3iiT_ The long wave

length receiver will have a range of from

2500 to 20,000 meters. 3?he inductances

are wound in the well known honey-comb

form which gives compactness and efficiency,

A novel feature about the colis is the

fact that each has several taps so that

the inductance can be varied in steps as

well as by coupling . .Another innovation

employed is the -^aton oscillator used as

a capacity feed-back from the plate circuit

of the detector bulb to its own grid. The

detector is the tubular audiotron noted

for its sensitiveness and the ease with

uh it oscillates. The two stage ampli-

fier consists of the following equipment:

iron core step-up transformers between the

detector and first stage and between the

first stage and the second stage audion

bulbs which are of the VT-I2 type. The

"a" battery supply of six volts with





I
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rheostat control furnishes current to

all three bulbs in multiple. The detector

has a separate "£" potential battery of

25 volts while the amplifier plates receive

their potential from a filler circuit

operated from the HO volt lighting system.

Variable condensers across the primary

and secondary receiving coils aid in tuning

while another across the telephones im-

proves the pitch of the received signals.
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... )] I Jl .
• ..... ..

JORY_ A vacuum tube connected as

in Pig 31 may "be employed to generate the

local radio frequency currents for beat

reception, 'i'he grid and plate circuits are

uopjiled through coils 12 and L3. The grid

circuit is tuned to a given frequency of

oscillation by the condenser G-I and the

plate circuit by the condenser C-2. -he

conditions present in the plate circuit

are substantially those of the circuit

of . : here an oscillation circuit

including coil 1 and condenser is shunted

by the battery B, the circuit being im-

pulsed by the opening and closing of the

switch S, ,/hen the switch 6 is closed the

energy supplied by the battery is stored

temporarily in coil L and condenser C but

when switch S is opened this stored energy

is released and the stored energy is made

to oscillate in the circuit LC at a radio

frequency determined by the product of the

capacity and the inductance of the circuit.
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How switch S oan "be considered to be

replaced in Pig 31 "by the valve grid

S which varies the current of B-2 "by change

of its potential.

It has been shown that if the grid

is charged to a high negative potential

the circuit of B-2 is completely opened

(hut this does not ocour in practical

operation) and consequently it is easily

seen that if any variable emf applied to

the grid circuit, Till vary the strength

of the plate current, which ./ill set

circuit LS, 32, L4 into oscillation at a

radio frequency.

,-ough the coupling 12, LS the grid

circuit L2, 01 will he set into oscillation

and it will vary the plate current throi

change of grid potential. In this way the

complete system oscillates at a radio

frequency which may be varied over a wide

range of frequencies by change of capacities

QI ana C2 or by variation of inductances
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L2, LS and 14. It is found in practise

t the condenser 32 and the coil L4

can be - ~ad sufficient enei

- to

alve circuits in self oscill -

coils 12 i

It should now he clear that in order

to set tiie valves into self-oscillation

through the coupling ceils L2 and Lb,

it is necessary to change the potential

of either the grid or plate circuits, and

rovide static or magnet io coupling

between the circuits in order that some

of the energy released by the plate

circuit may be fed bach into the systc...

Ltc -:ay be connected in the circuit

of the battery B4 to set the system into

oscillation. It is frequently found that

sudden variation of the capacity of con-

denser 31 or 32 .ill vary the potential

sufficiently for the purpose.

A simpler valve circuit for
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generation of sustained oscillations is

sho rid and plate

rouits are magnetically coupled through

the coil L; additional regenerative coup-

is provided by the condenser 3.

By proper selection of the values L and

, lve circuits will oscillate at

any desired frequency. These oscillations

produce currents in the coil ^1 and the

antenna which radiate as radio ener

in t]
. of electrc - Lc w« res.
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...o of the small

size festern Electric kitting tubes

ted in parallel u ted on the

front of the transmitting panel, -he

ooils forming the oscillation circuit

are placed below the tubes, -he motor

generator which furnishes the plate poten-

tial of 300 volts is placed on the plat-

form in back of the rotary converter.

jhes enable the set to be throian onto

the antenna and ground and the transmit-

ting ey to be placed in circuit.

3 diagram of connections is shown

In - i : 34. ay in series with the

plate battery starts the system to oscil-

lati. Ha depressed. Wave lengths tuned

for are the same as for the spark set

that is, 20o and 5 jrs.

- quarter kilowatt '-exieral electric

bulb is available for this purpose but

no suitable I,00C volt source of plate

potential is procurable.

-
! bulbs gave . I ampere in antenna,





A
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ecaioLusiojsr,

work upon the construction of the

station continued through the last week

of school. It was expected that the iiadio

Club members would help with this phase

of the work hut outside of two faithful

members very little aid was forthcoming.

On this account little testing and actual

operating with other stations was done.

e carried on damped signal communi-

cation with local stations. Commercial

stations situated on the §reat Lakes

could be heard on the damped wave receiver.

On the undamped set, messages were copied

from all the U.3. iiaval stations such as

-finnapolis, Maryland and iaan Diego, Cali-

fornia and Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands.

Other stations heard were Mexico City, and

Carnavan, .^ales.
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